The Intrigue of Deception

A romantic saga and love story with a darker underlying sub plot of betrayal that culminates in
murder, The Intrigue of Deception follows the lives of two central characters and contains a
high level of sexual reference and adult content. Set in the north of England and covering a
period from the mid 1960s through to the mid 1980s, it is a thriller with unconventional and
eclectic characters that portray a harsh and gritty world encompassing greed, envy, violence,
complicated relationships, luxury and poverty. It also includes elements of racism, prostitution
and homosexuality. The plot; Coming from an impoverished background, the lure of making
fast money in the porn industry in his late teens has long since passed for the very handsome
Graham Atherton, nonetheless the financial rewards earned has enabled him to set up a
legitimate business in property construction. Little does he realise, however, that this very
short period of his life will have long term repercussions that cast a shadow over his future
when he marries a woman he doesnt love out of a sense of honour and duty. When Graham
meets his best friends mother Maria, a woman who is now feisty, steely, strong and wickedly
scheming after having suffered years of domestic abuse, his fortunes change for the better as
the two join forces to form a business partnership. Stunningly beautiful, Julia Hudson has
endured a harsh upbringing with a mother who never wanted her. As an unmarried mother
herself at 16, she narrowly misses being sent to an institution and her baby being sent to care,
discovering at the same time that the man she always called Dad is not her real father. Her life
becomes a roller-coaster of emotional upheaval and perseverance but she remains determined
to achieve success in her own right. Despite mischievous Marias preoccupation in finding
Graham a new love interest, 12 years pass before he and Julia finally meet. Whilst the
attraction between them is instantaneous and mutual, vindictive acts on the part of another
determined to undermine their relationship, causes Julia to doubt his sincerity. Graham
remains adamant that she is the only woman for him and she, acknowledging her true desires,
quickly finds herself embracing a new life of affluence and blissful contentment until Graham
is wrongly charged and latterly convicted of murder. Julia is desperate to prove his innocence
and aided by Maria, utilises whatever devious ploy she can as she sets about discovering the
real truth behind Grahams false imprisonment, uncovering an unprecedented level of
deception amongst those around her. Why not avail yourself of the Amazon Kindle “Look
Inside” facility to find out more.
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